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**Introduction**

1. General introduction

   During the last thirty years, with a major increase in the last ten years (as part of the “victims’ rights” movement), laws and regulations were enacted in different countries, which gave crime victims ("Victims", hereinafter) certain roles regarding decisions of the public prosecution, or criminal court procedures, ex post a crime, different formally and substantially than the traditional witness role ("Victims’ Role Legislation"1, hereinafter). 2

   These roles raise important questions, since they do not always go together with some of the existing normative law and economics suggestions regarding optimal public crime enforcement, and also since although they are applied ex post a crime, they may influence victims’ efficient behaviour ex ante.

   The goal of this paper is to find if law and economics analysis can justify or explain different economic functions of existing victims’ role legislation, while taking into account this legislation’s influence on victims’ ex ante position (“The Positive Law Question”).

   The second question which could have been asked is whether there is a more efficient alternative, not implemented yet (“The Normative Law Question”). This paper gives lower priority to the normative law question, since most law and economics writings on victims’ ex post role, use already and mainly, normative law arguments. There is a greater need for a comprehensive positive law analysis of the

---

1 I would like to thank Professor Nuno Garoupa for his supervision and bibliographic initial guidance. This paper uses the term “legislation” for both regulation and law, for convenience. Important differences between them are discussed later.

2 As reviewed in the next chapters.
economic functions of the roles in the existing legislation, specifically for a combined analysis of the functions of victims’ ex post role legislation with a positive law analysis of their position ex ante.

The meaning of the term "role" in this paper is wide and differs among different legal systems. The paper differentiates “role” from “position”. The term position is used here to demonstrate how victims stand ex ante, facing a potential crime, what their preferences are, and how legislation can shape them to achieve optimal public crime enforcement.

The meaning of the term role is the economic function of the formal rights that litigation gives victims in the criminal process, ex post a crime (such as rights to be heard prior to prosecution decisions, to appeal regarding police or prosecution decisions, to make impact statements in court, to receive information on procedures, a right for a reasonable length of procedures, and more). Victims might hold both a passive position ex ante (regarding precaution, for example) and an active role ex post (some of the rights discussed above).

An interim term between position and role is reporting. This paper differentiates reporting of suspicion ex ante, which is a position, from reporting a crime ex post, which is a role, and also between voluntary reporting, and voluntary or forced testifying. The latter is a classic role which is not unique to victims, and is less discussed here.

The law and economics analysis of victims' position is not new. Various scholars suggest normative law arguments regarding victims' efficient position fronting

---

3 With exceptions, for example Garoupa (2001) or Cook (2008).
4 See chapter 2.
5 For example, Garoupa, supra note 3.
potential crimes, as shaped by criminal legislation and public enforcement rules and conduct.  

Unlike many of the above writings, the analysis in this paper is mostly a positive law analysis, which discusses the functions of existing victims’ roles created by recent legislation, not limited to a positive law description of passive victims ex ante position only.  

Putting aside issues of plea bargaining or impact statements (which are discussed later), many of the scholars who did conduct a positive law analysis of victims’ ex post roles, came from a Sociology, Criminology, Psychology, Philosophy, or pure Law perspective, not using law and economics efficiency analysis of victims’ ex post role in the existing legislation as a part of the public crime enforcement model. They usually use concepts of victims’ “voices”, dignity, or human rights.  

These traditional writings are not sufficient to explain the divergence from the traditional common law witness only role (which is not be analysed here broadly).  

This paper examines recent victims’ role legislation mainly in Israel, with some comparison with England or the U.S. (and some remarks about other countries). It does not suggest that one can necessarily generalise from these systems. It uses them mainly, due to technical constraints of width, language, and available resources (therefore discusses mainly common law systems). It will not discuss the EU

---

6 See chapter 1.  
7 See for example (of passive position description before suggesting normative corrections): Ben-Shahar and Harel (1995); Garoupa, supra note 3; Harel (1994); Posner (1985); Ben-Shahar and Harel (1996) (and many others).  
9 Israel’s legal system is not a “pure” common law system (see Oz-Salzberger and Salzberger (1998)).
process regarding victims’ rights, which has not developed yet to a level of valid legislation.\textsuperscript{10}

The first chapter discusses several existing law and economics victims’ roles classification, suggestions and explanation (including efficient precaution, reporting, monitoring or disciplining role and agency problems in plea bargains and trials, “biased crimes”, and the application of private interest theory on victims’ role legislation).

It uses criticism if needed, illuminating gaps which are not covered sufficiently by existing law and economics writings (such as the effect of parallel administrative law procedures on the efficiency of victims’ role). It also tries to contradict existing views on the assumed effect of victims’ ex ante position (such as suggesting an opposite direction of the diversion of crime).

The paper uses the analysis method introduced below.

2. \textbf{The analysis method:}

The second chapter uses the classification of law and economics explanations or justifications of different roles of victims, as discussed in the first chapter, to analyse existing victims’ role legislation.

It compares them with different formal roles or “rights” created by existing legislation, using alternative explanations if needed, or trying to disprove some current law and economics justifications or explanations or normative suggestions of victims’ efficient roles (following the concept of deduction in social science, by

popper, where a failed disprove effort is the best way to develop a theory, since positive proves can never logically exist (since they always might be disproved later on)). 11 After analysing this comparison, it examines the effects of these roles on victims’ efficient behaviour ex ante a crime (position), in the basic crime enforcement model.

The second chapter sections are divided to various formal rights of victims which exist in the legislation analysed in this paper. Each section tries to analyse a different right or group of rights, according to the method discussed above. The term “Right”, is used here only to make it easier for the reader to differentiate what is formally enacted by legislation from what is suggested or explained by law and economics. This does not mean that a discussion of moral or legal concepts of right is a major part of this paper.

---

Chapter I: A Discussion of Law and Economics Writings on Victims Position and Role in Public Crime Enforcement

This chapter discusses existing writings of law and economics with regard to victims’ position and role, since some of their concepts are used by the analysis made in chapter two. It starts by introducing general basic concepts of law and economics analysis of public criminal law enforcement.

1. Basic Theoretical Concepts

Becker (1968) and others, argued that criminal rules (like any rule) should be analysed according to supply and demand economic theories. Crime is an externality, because it creates harm which is not compensated by the criminal in the free market (or according to others, since it forces victims to bare the costs of prevention). However, this does not necessarily mean that deterrence is always efficient. Crime should be deterred only when it creates more harm than benefit (in order to address other problems of crime (which might be needed due to other reasons, if efficiency is not the only consideration) when deterrence is not efficient, other means can be used ex post).

In order to create optimal deterrence, criminal legislation should be shaped to align criminal’s private utility function with the social one. A Criminal is deterred if his costs (probability of getting caught and prosecuted and convicted (combined) multiply by the fine) equals or higher than his benefits from this crime.

According to further developments, Crime should be deterred only if the criminal’s benefit is lower than the harm he causes. Therefore, fine should be equal to the harm divided by the probability (multiplier principle). According to this approach,

---

12 Becker (1968); Dau-Schmidt (1990).
13 Ibid; Polinsky and Shavell (2005).
efficient and optimal deterrence is created by using monetary sanctions (since fine has lower costs than imprisonment).

Since punishment and probability creation is costly, probability should be minimal, fine should be maximal.\textsuperscript{14}

During the following years, scholars have suggested theories regarding optimal enforcement of laws,\textsuperscript{15} or supplements, criticisms, and developments to the above model.\textsuperscript{16} According to some developments, complete deterrence is not efficient; some under deterrence is more efficient. The multiplier principle is not efficient.\textsuperscript{17}

This can be explained by an information problem which creates errors (criminal’s mistaken assessment of his benefit or “government” mistaken assessment of the efficient fine), disutility of risk, enforcement costs, or some practical reasons which might hinder the adoption of the theoretical multiplier principle (such as fairness considerations of courts or difficulties or errors with the assessments of probability).\textsuperscript{18}

When combining the social joint function, criminal’s gains should be considered, and not only legal gains or harm alone (\textit{Total social wealth is: criminal’s benefit, minus the expected sanction, minus criminal’s taxes, minus social harm, minus victim’s taxes, plus joint government revenue (from both taxes), plus revenue from the sanction, minus enforcement costs. After summing up:} social wealth is

\textsuperscript{14} Becker, supra note 12.
\textsuperscript{15} Stigler (1970).
\textsuperscript{16} For a literature review: Garoupa, (1997); Polinsky and Shavell (2000a); Polinsky and Shavell, supra note 13.
\textsuperscript{17} Shavell (1985), (1987), (1993); Polinsky and Shavell (1979); (1984); (1992); (1994); (1998); (1999); \textit{Ibid}; (2000b); Supra note 13; At and Chappe (2008).
\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Ibid}; Persson and Siven (2007).
criminal’s benefit, minus social harm, minus enforcement costs).\textsuperscript{19} There were further developments and complications of these models, not covered here.

This paper does not discuss general issues of private law enforcement, or its history in common law countries (moving from private to public),\textsuperscript{20} unless contributes to analyze aspects of victims’ role in public enforcement processes.

The basic models considered the position of victims as exogenous (for example, the possibility that some precaution by victims is efficient). However, since these theories argue that criminal’s benefit should be included, it means that they imply that some criminal activity can have benefits of its own. Therefore, it is not enough to suggest a-priori that the criminal should be the one avoiding it necessarily (which could have been the conclusion had we assumed the activity is a-priori unbeneﬁcial or unwanted, and therefore criminal avoidance is the cheapest solution). An analysis of efficiency aspects of victims’ position was therefore needed, and made in later writings.\textsuperscript{21} The following discussion relates to these aspects.

2. **Victims’ Precaution**

2.1 **An Ex Ante Position Vs an Ex Post Role**

This paper discusses precaution issues, assuming that precaution action itself does not create harm or constitutes a crime. Introducing concepts of criminal or harmful precaution measures (such as violent actions by potential victims to protect their life or property against a crime),\textsuperscript{22} complicates the theoretical discussion and go beyond this paper’s goal (it may also create a need to discuss defences in criminal law).

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{19}Ibid. For other developments not discussed here, see Ditmann (2005).}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{20}For example, Friedman (1984).}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{21}See the next section.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{22}Posner (1971).}
Scholars argue that the existing criminal legislation does not give victims incentives to take precaution, and treats them as passives. Many scholars, do not compare position and role in efficiency terms, but analyse them separately (however, few do try to compare them in efficiency terms (despite naming both “role”)) (it is discussed later).

In the early 1970’s, some focused on risk aversion and moral hazard theories of victims, relating to insurance theories, but paid less attention to optimal efficient crime legislation which creates optimal victims’ precaution in the sense of victims’ relative precaution, as a part of the general crime enforcement economic model of Becker and followers. In the 1980’s development were made towards analysing concepts of victims’ precaution as part of the general discussion of optimal crime enforcement.

Most scholars assume that a coaseian bargaining solution between victims and criminals is impossible due to high transaction costs; therefore, it could have been implied that the question is of separate non negotiable precaution and not precaution as a product of joint bargaining. Posner has justified criminal legislation as preventing forced market bypasses, and by that, preventing over precaution by victims.

Cook analysed crime opportunities, suggesting that criminal legislation can shape victims’ precaution causing under precaution if uses incapacitation or rehabilitation which create lower risk perception of victims, making victims’ easier targets for criminals, and therefore increase crime. He did not argue that victims

24 Supra note 3.
25 For example: Clotfelter (1977); Bartel, (1975); Ehrlich and Becker (1972).
26 On the impossibility of a coasian bargaining solution see Dau-Schmidt, supra note 12, his note 41.
28 Cook (1986).
should necessarily take precaution, but rather implied that criminal law should be shaped not to make victims an easier target.

Shavell argued that victims’ private precaution is different than the optimal social level of precaution (for reasons explained later - [PR]), public policy can try to shape it towards the efficient level by giving subsidies if precaution is too low, or imposing taxes if precaution is too high. This can be efficient since private precaution is usually cheaper than public precaution due to information differences (Shavell did not suggest yet to shape criminal law to achieve victims precaution). 29

Since the 1990s’, arguments regarding victims’ precaution developed further. A justification of existing legislation’s shaping of a passive victims’ position, 30 is usually the argument that victims’ precaution is inefficient since it is not on the optimal social level due to several reasons such as over precaution, since victims do not consider gains for the criminal, 31 or since it might divert crime (criminals will choose less protected victims instead) (but, victims still care about themselves, so still take over precaution), 32 or since it may cause under precaution due to over-reliance on state enforcement or a fear that state would reduce enforcement if private precaution is higher. 33

Others suggested normative exceptions to the passivity approach, while only few have argued that the passivity shaping positive law description itself might be wrong:

30 A similar description of the writings in notes 31-34 is made in Garoupa, Klick, and Parisi (2006) p. 158.
33 Hylton (1996).
Cohen suggested that punishment should be influenced by the relative avoidance costs. Crimes against higher cost avoiders should be punished more severely.\textsuperscript{34} Harel suggested a normative concept of comparative fault (similar to torts) to decrease the problem of inefficient level of victims’ precaution, by reducing criminal’s fault according to part which is due to the victims under precaution, based on some utilitarian arguments compared with fairness issues,\textsuperscript{35} and later focused on a more utilitarian wealth model using similar ideas based on further results.\textsuperscript{36} Bergelson, argued (a positive law argument) that the passivity shaping description of criminal law is imprecise. Certain existing defences or limitation to criminal fault, based on victims’ behaviour, might suggest that victims are not presumed to be passive even in the existing criminal law.\textsuperscript{37} On the normative side, she suggested a concept of relative liability, not based only on utilitarian efficiency but on relative morality standards and community standards regarding the moral fault in victim’s own behaviour, how much he reduced his right by his action, not only by efficiency considerations, but according to the specific moral value society attribute to certain victims behaviour relative to the criminal’s behaviour (she criticises Harel on ignoring moral differences between under precaution of a victim to an anti social (morally speaking) behaviour of a criminal).

Harel replied arguing that Bergelson’s positive analysis is not precise (the criminal law doctrines introduced have nothing in common and cannot be explained by Bergelson’s arguments) and that the concept of relative rights is too broad to be

\textsuperscript{34} Cohen (2000).
\textsuperscript{35} Harel, supra note 7.
\textsuperscript{36} Ben Shahar and Harel (1995), supra note 7.
\textsuperscript{37} Bergelson (2005a).
useful.\textsuperscript{38} Bergeson answered repeating that efficiency should also be analysed with concepts of relative rights and morality lawfulness.\textsuperscript{39}

There is not much use of the debate between Bergelson and Harel, since they speak in different languages. Bergelson claim that rewording unlawful behaviour in the cost of lawful behaviour is inefficient (and unfair),\textsuperscript{40} while Harel’s efficiency concepts do not recognise unlawfulness, or moral inferiority as a-priori wasteful in comparison to lawful moral accepted acts. Their concepts of efficiency and of different actions moral neutrality and values are different.

\section*{2.2 Specific Issues of Precaution and Crime Divergence Arguments}

Clements argues that a positive externality is created when one victim’s precaution creates a benefit for other potential victims not paying for it, so it makes them take under precaution, so that total precaution is lower than the social optimal level. It can be fixed by a system which differentiates crimes according to victims’ different levels of precaution, to shape efficient spread of precaution and therefore efficient level of social precaution.\textsuperscript{41}

Others discussed normative aspects regarding the efficiency of victims’ reporting or help to authorities in detection and punishment, such as of terrorists.\textsuperscript{42}

This section is interested in a short remark they made regarding the effect of terror victims’ precaution on terrorist decisions (therefore relevant for this papers’ discussion of victims’ position). They argue that terrorists choose less protected

\textsuperscript{38} Harel, (2004) (Harel relates to an article by Bergelson which was published in 2005 after Harel’s article, but written earlier).
\textsuperscript{39} Bergelson (2005b).
\textsuperscript{40} \textit{Ibid}, p. 589.
\textsuperscript{41} Clements (2003).
\textsuperscript{42} Garoupa, Klick, and Parisi, supra note 30.
targets since it is less costly for them to achieve (their argument may seem as a development of the crime divergence argument regarding precaution). \(^{43}\)

This argument isolated several last years’ examples (Madrid, New York, London, Israel) out of a longer period and trends of world terrorism in the last fifty years. It did not relate to contradicting cases in which certain groups of terrorist preferred better protected targets than less protected ones \(^{44}\) (an answer to this criticism may be that it depends how one defines terror, arguing that whatever is not a civilian target is not terror, but this is a tautological argument, since it means that all which is terror is only efficient terror).

Beside these empirical gaps, an interesting theoretical note is made as follows:

The above assumption may be using a too naïve definition of terrorists’ economic benefits. A relevant question is what are the terrorists’ economic benefits according the terrorists preferences, and is it only killing or harming? This question should be answered prior to a suggested explanation of the influence of victims’ precaution on terror.

Law and economics is not superior to answer this, compared with other fields of science. Political science, International Relations, Psychology, or History Research, can help law and economics answer what exactly are terrorists’ benefits according to their own preferences (which is the relevant parameter when discussing the effect of victims’ precaution on terrorists’ decisions).

The above alternative analysis of terrorism may suggest that some of the main terrorists’ preferences and benefits are public support of their political ideology or nationalist goal, or prestige which comes from hitting “high profile” secured targets

\(^{43}\) Ibid, at 158.
\(^{44}\) Such as the first Palestinian uprising in Israel, many IRA actions, many Hisbulla actions, see note 45.
(targets such as army bases or government offices or highly secured places, which are harder to reach and more costly for the terrorists). It is reasonable to assume that these benefits typically increase with certain types of terror acts, but decrease with others (the first benefit above can be true at least for nationalist terrorists which are motivated by real politics goals, even if not true with regard to some religious terrorists). Therefore, a method which is less costly in increasing the number of killings or making it easier, is not necessarily more efficient as a whole for the terrorist himself, considering public support or prestige as terrorists’ benefits according to their own preferences.

Certain types of terror acts, despite achieving easier or cheaper killings, might decrease public support of the terrorist’s political goal, or achieve less support, or be less prestige or decrease existing prestige; therefore, have lower benefits for the terrorists themselves (for example, for a nationalist (non religious) terrorists, killing of children and women in busses, compared with hitting on adult men or a secured high profile target or armed police or soldiers).

If public support and prestige are relevant benefits for terrorists themselves (it can be proved empirically only by a preference revealing or other preference examination mechanism), it is not clear if committing an act in an unsecured underground station against unprotected civilians, is more beneficial or more efficient than killing an armed soldier or a secured high profile office, contrary to the above authors’ assumption. One may assume that a correlation can be found such as that the easier and less protected the target is, the more the act decreases public support and is less prestige.

45 On terrorists’ goals, see: Hewitt (2006); Shughart (2006); on behavioural analysis of terrorists, see Post (2008).
This discussion’s contribution to this chapter is its argument that some underprecaution can divert crime to an opposite direction than earlier suggested by Hui-Wen and Png or by the article above, or by others.\textsuperscript{46} In short, the argument is that some criminals (nationalist terrorists for example) may prefer harming better protected victims than less protected ones, since it gives them higher overall benefits (or at least equates marginal cost to marginal benefits (if dealing with nationalist terrorists that are not a monopoly)). It depends on the correct benefit definition, or at least in comparing parallel multiple benefits and parallel multiple costs to the terrorists themselves, of the same terrorist act.

Other writings of victims’ precaution argued that there are social benefits to crime divergence and therefore not all victims should be passive. Different victims suffer different level of harm from the same potential crime. Therefore, crime divergence might be socially beneficial, if it shifts crime to victims who suffer less relative harm (victims that are likely to suffer more harm, will invest in precaution).\textsuperscript{47}

Medina, used game theory analysis of optimal enforcement and distributional effects of sanctions on enforcement, considering victims’ precaution as exogenous, but suggested that had it been endogenous, it would have effected both behaviour of the criminal but also of the public enforcers, making the investing victims worse off, since enforcer will protect the more vulnerable victims.\textsuperscript{48}

It is interesting to compare Medina’s argument with the critic notes made here about terrorism analysis. His argument and this paper’s criticism, are somewhat similar by suggesting that precaution investment of victims might divert crime in the opposite direction than suggested previously (terrorists will target better self protected

---

\textsuperscript{46} Supra note 32 and Lakdawalla and Zanjani (2005).

\textsuperscript{47} Mikos (2006).

\textsuperscript{48} Guttel and Medina (2007).
victims due to prestige and public support which are terrorists’ benefits (this paper’s argument), better self protected victims might be worse off (either less secure or secure with unnecessary private cost) because police defends less protected victims (this paper’s interpretation of Medina’s argument).

Other scholars, differentiate observable from non observable precautions and argue that non observable precaution might reduce crime in general, but have no advantage on the personal victims deterrence effect (might have negative diversion effect, since criminals do not know who is taking precaution, and therefore will spread an average effort on all victims or choose them randomly).

Observable precaution has an opposite influence (shifts crime for private victims, but not creates lower crime rates in general). 49

2.3 Precaution Issues Summary

As discussed above, existing writings suggest normative solutions which move on the axis between precautionary victims to passive victims, but few have sufficiently analysed both ex ante position and ex post active role in an existing legislation and not only on a normative basis.

A reason for this phenomenon may be that some writings which discuss victim’s active role, examine other market failures ex post, without suggesting a combined discussion which includes efficient position problem ex ante. Most writings of victims’ ex post role, relate mainly to agency problems, information problems, or public enforcement resources problem, or alternative explanation such as private

49 This is only a simplistic interpretation of a complicated economic model by Hotte and Ypersele, (2008).
interest theory, which is discussed later. Some exceptions to the above description were made, mainly about reporting, as discussed next.

3. **Victims as Monitors, Discipliners or Reporters (including plea bargains, agency issues, and administrative law influence)**

3.1 Victims as Reporters

In this paper’s view, writings can be divided to those which use a combined analysis of reporting role’s influence on victims’ position ex ante, and others who analyse victims’ reporting role ex post (help detection or conviction by supplying information) but did not examine its influence on victims’ efficient position ex ante.

Among the first type above, some argued that although rules which compensate victims for reporting crimes create moral hazard and decrease incentive to take ex ante precaution, they are overall socially efficient, since their resulting benefits of better information, detection and apprehension, are higher than the loss resulted from the under precaution they cause.

The analysis discussed above is relevant to demonstrate the need for a research comparison of the effect of legislation on position (ex ante) and of the created role (ex post), at the same time, examining social aggregated efficiency, rather than a dichotomy that either analyses the effect on position (precaution for example) or the effect of a role, but not the joint effects.

---

50 See a review in the next sections.
51 For the first type of scholars, see Garoupa, supra note 3 and Garoupa, Klick and Parisi, supra note 30. For the second type, see Norton supra note 8, pp. 63-64 or Nahra (1999) (not a law and economics analysis).
52 Garoupa, supra note 3; Cook, supra note 3.
This paper uses a similar approach while conducting a positive law analysis of victims’ role legislation, analysing these combined effects.

Some non law and economics scholars have discussed the problem of victims’ fear of reprisal, which decreases reporting efforts (among other reasons for under reporting such as victims; private cost-benefit calculations), while law and economics scholars did not attach sufficient weight to this aspect in their public crime enforcement cost-benefit analysis of the effect reporting.53

One can argue that this fear of reprisal should be analysed also in the economic models of crime enforcement, since it influences the level of efficient reporting (if we agree with the arguments above that some reporting is efficient) by creating under reporting, or effect the optimal social wealth, even if not influences reporting, but does happen after reporting was made (more externalities of more crimes due to reprisal on reporters (new crimes which are the direct result of reporting)).

In this paper’s view, reporting is not a monitoring or enforcement tool and cannot decrease agency problems directly, because police can still close a reported crime file using its authority,54 or use fewer resources on the reported crime’s investigation than on other investigated crimes, according to its own preferences (even if forced to examine every complaint). In some systems, prosecution still has the authority not to prosecute or to ask a lower punishment then the public or victims (the principles) wants, also with regard to reported crimes.

53 Singer (1988); on the other hand, Garoupa, Klick and Parisi did not relate to the fear of reprisal, supra note 30 at 158); for a review on other writings on reasons for reporting and an analysis on reporting’s effects see Levitt (1998);Culotta (2005); Schnebly (2008).

54 For example in Israel, Article 62, Chok Seder Hadin Haplili, 1982 (The Israeli Criminal Procedure Law, as amended).
Therefore, reporting does not decrease agency problems, but reduce other costs (information, detection, conviction, apprehension). Other roles analysis is needed to tackle agency issues, as discussed in the next sections.

A final note should be made. Reporting, or any other victims’ role which is given prior to a conviction, has a logical problem which is difficult to explain using economic tools. It is the problem of creating a “Victim” moral status (or even legal status as for victims’ formal rights or roles), before a parallel “Guilty” criminal moral status was created, which may stand against the presumption of innocence as a moral presumption. Some non law and economic scholars argue that for this reason, victims should not participate in the process prior to conviction.\(^{55}\)

Law and economics usually is not interested in this moral equation, since the basic model assumes that there is a criminal “out there”, and we need to examine the most efficient way of discovering him, victims’ role should be therefore analyzed only according to these discovery process efficiency aspects (including ex ante influence on victims behaviour).

This paper argues that these two approaches cannot be compared, since they use different logical concepts. For law and economics, the criminal is there even prior to conviction, but in moral philosophical or legal status terms, the presumption of innocence should logically mean that we have to presume that the suspect is not a criminal until conviction. Only conviction changes a moral and legal status and “creates” a criminal in the moral and philosophical meaning. It can be argued that this logic cannot be grasped by law and economics, which does not see the criminal conviction process as a moral status creation, but as a detection and apprehension process (a discovery and not creation).

\(^{55}\) As reviewed in Doak (2005).
3.2 Victims as Monitors or Discipliners of Prosecution and Trials

Several scholars have discussed victims’ role as monitors or discipliners, some using law and economics terms and methods, and some using other terms, but with similar meaning.

Bibas, suggested that victims’ monitoring role should be applied on trials rather than on plea bargains, since the last it is assumed to be made “in the dark” (more costly to monitor due to information problem) and not subject to clear rules as trials. 56 This problem was discussed also by others, who analysed a formal system of plea bargaining (by subjection to procedural rules and judicial review) to improve its transparency and accountability. They argued it should be compared with its costs (administrative costs, vulnerability to third parties intervention, and the criminal which had formally plead is tied to this plea, if bargain is cancelled). 57

One may argue that the above descriptions of an existing legal world where plea bargaining is informal, non controlled, non transparent and less subjected to judicial review, is exaggerated, especially in some legal systems which already apply both private law existing contractual doctrines and case law, on the bargain as a contract, and also administrative and constitutional law doctrines (“Administrative Law” – hereinafter) on prosecutions bargain decision as an administrative decision, subject therefore already today to judicial review, and transparency administrative doctrines and rules, just like any other administrative decision. 58

This note does not come to criticise the normative suggestions above, but to suggest that a positive law analysis should be made, which includes existing administrative law influence on plea bargaining and on victims’ role with regard to it,

56 Bibas (2004) at 2476.
58 For example, Israel, note 59.
in some legal systems. Judicial review on plea bargains and some other prosecution
decisions already exists in some legal systems, even if not as a part of the criminal
process, but of administrative law doctrines.

The application of administrative law doctrines on plea bargains creates
problems less predicted within the typical law and economics analysis of plea
bargaining.

An interesting example of the problem of subjecting plea bargains to judicial
review which is applied by a parallel administrative procedure (and to some
monitoring role by victims that can enforce this review to take place), is the problem
of the prosecution to go back on a bargain and apply harsher charges, when it needs to
do so, as explained below.

This problem may arise in a situation where the criminal decides not to plea
guilty, to cancel the bargain, and to go on a trial, but the prosecution already had
defended its decision on the charges agreed upon, in an earlier administrative process
opened by the victim or someone else, before the criminal had decided to cancel the
bargain. It can happen only in systems that enable criminals or prosecution to cancel
a bargain, and enable the victims or third parties to open a parallel administrative
procedure regarding the bargain’s validity, in a high court of justice or an
administrative court, all before the final dead line to plea as promised on the bargain
in the criminal process, has come.59

Even if there is no formal restriction on the prosecution to go back to harsher
charges, there are procedural or practical problems, which might arise in the criminal
procedure, when the prosecution will try to explain the new harsher charges. This

59 A similar situation happened recently in Israel in the case of its former president. See BGZ 5699/07
Plonit V Hayoetz Hamishpati Lamemshala (Israel’s High court of Justice Decision, 26.02.2008).
problem is created because the prosecution had elaborately defended and explained why it chosen limited charges, or even harmed the credibility of its witnesses, including victims, when defended on its decision on a bargain in the parallel administrative process.\textsuperscript{60}

In this example, the subjection of the prosecution to judicial review (which can be the result of monitoring by victims) creates unpredicted problems that arise due to the possibility of having parallel legal procedures, an administrative one and a criminal trial. It can be considered as a separate cost of victims monitoring, which may also harm victims themselves (the initiation of an administrative judicial review process by a victim, might eventually weaken his testimony credibility in the criminal court, such as in a situation as described above).

To conclude, a law and economics analysis which argues that plea bargains should be subjected to monitoring by victims through initiating judicial review procedures, but not includes a cost benefit analysis of the constraints, costs, contradictions, and waste of resources, created by the existence of this parallel administrative court procedure (or at least suggests its abolishment), is not sufficient, since the existence of a parallel procedure may create restrictions or force the prosecution to behave in a contradicting way, that has costs of its own, both social, and private to the victim itself.

Another view that favours victims as active monitors argues that giving victims active roles of monitoring and disciplining, can decrease agency problems created by the gap between prosecution’s self interests, different preferences, better

\textsuperscript{60}The prosecution explained in the administrative process, its difficulty of applying harsher charges due to witnesses’ credibility problems, \textit{Ibid.}
information, and incentives, on the one side, and victims and public interests, information, preferences and incentives, together, on the other side.\textsuperscript{61}

This argument can be criticised as follows:

While it did mention a difference of interests and preferences between the general public and victims (and among victims themselves), it still suggested aggregated simplification that treats them all as one group of outsiders (as one joint principle)\textsuperscript{62} (however he did suggest victims should be the main discipliners due to advantages they hold compared with the general public (motivation, discretion and information) suggesting that the fear of vengeful biased victims compared with the general public is empirically exaggerated).\textsuperscript{63}

This argument can be criticised: first, it uses general policy or moral terms such as vengeance, but does not use a multi principle economic agency model using objective values (victims Vs general public as competing principles with conflicting interests) to find optimal social monitoring on prosecution. Second, it did not compare the marginal benefit of better monitoring or decreasing agency problems, with the marginal loss/cost of more under precaution caused by moral hazard (which might increase due to this monitoring active role). This criticism does not mean that victims’ active monitoring is necessarily inefficient; but that in order to argue it is efficient, the above analysis of marginal costs and benefits should be made.\textsuperscript{64}

\textsuperscript{61} Bibas (2006).
\textsuperscript{62} For a comprehensive review of principle-agent models see Posner (2000a).
\textsuperscript{63} See Bibas; supra note 61, pp. 57-58 and Jacobs (1993).
\textsuperscript{64} Similar to Garoupa, supra note 3, comparing reporting role with moral hazard.
Many scholars have analysed the efficiency of prosecution. Garoupa discussed some contrasting views regarding prosecution preferences, which might differ from civil law countries to common law countries (such as mandatory Vs selective prosecution, the structure of employment of prosecutors and its effect on their interests, and moral hazard and adverse selection of prosecutors). He argued that mandatory prosecution can be efficient when the prosecution is excessively risk averse or is motivated by self goals, which would lead it not to prosecute even when it is efficient to do so. Therefore, mandatory prosecution reduces agency costs (when the general public is the principle).\(^{65}\) His argument can be interpreted as a solution to an agency problem when social efficiency requires prosecuting, but prosecutors avoid it due to other preferences.\(^{66}\)

In the context of this paper, when the above argument holds, monitoring or enforcement by the victim is not needed (since it is prosecuted any how, and it will be efficient). One may also argue that if prosecution is mandatory, there will almost never be a conflict of interests between the prosecution as an agent and victims as principles, since usually victims prefer files to be prosecuted.\(^{67}\)

Unlike the above case, a problem arises when prosecuting is not socially optimal, for example, due to limited resources of the administrative system, or specific costs and benefits of a certain crime. These cases may require selective prosecution. In this case the social interest of not prosecuting will conflict with victims’ interest. If prosecution is inefficient in a specific case, but mandatory, a multi principles model may show a non optimal bias in favour of the victim (a too high

\(^{65}\) For a general description of scholars views of efficient prosecution and for his argument see Garoupa (2008).
\(^{66}\) Garoupa discussed prosecutor as less of an agent in inquisitorial systems (Ibid, at 7.), but this paper discusses mainly adversarial systems.
\(^{67}\) Ramsey (2002) and Bibas, supra note 61.
effort of prosecuting) on the expense of other principles interest of not prosecuting (general public).

Garoupa and Stephens argue that victims should be heard, since despite their interests being different than the social one, they are still relevant for aggregated wealth (therefore, an optimal solution should also consider them among other factors, even if not fully achieving them). However, they argue that this should be limited to a right to be heard, not a veto right, since applying victims’ interest only, is not optimal due to this divergence of interests and leads to less bargains being made in the first place, and since judges are the optimal appreciators of the joint preferences ex post a bargain. 68

They differ than Bibas who supports a more active victims’ role, mainly since he used specific empirical data from 1993 of a specific US state which shows similarity of interests of victims and public 69 (one can doubt if this can be generalised to support his general conclusion).

A further note is that a right to be heard exists already in some legal systems, by specific rules or by administrative justice doctrines; 70 therefore, there is a need for its positive law function analysis also.

A right to be heard, is not equal to a monitoring or a disciplining role, but may create some monitoring and disciplining as a by-product (prosecution may fear being overruled by a judge and loose reputation if did not examine victims interest or gave them insufficient weight, so may take more informed and calculated decisions).

68 Garoupa and Stephen, supra note 57 pp. 36-37, 40.
69 Bibas, supra note 61 at his note 245.
70 See discussion in chapter 2.
In order to reach a conclusion regarding the optimal level of efficient monitoring by victims, if any, a multi principles-agent model should be used (public and different victims, as different principles). Furthermore, a comparison should be made of victims’ role influence ex post (on the range from a hearing to a veto), on their position regarding precaution ex ante (a veto can create higher under precaution due to moral hazard, but hearing only, might create over precaution due to a fear of insufficient punishment).

One may argue that a positive law description of the application of general administrative law review on plea bargains shows that victims already have a certain active role in some legal systems. This role is explained by legislators or some scholars in general moral concepts of a human’s right against an arbitrary power of a public authority (just as with any administrative decision), which does not arise from the reasoning of the criminal process itself, or of agency problem solving within it.

Even if we do not consider moral considerations or concepts of rights and powers, the historical roots of administrative justice rules and doctrines in some legal systems (for example, the development of a general right to be heard before a public decision was made, or legislation and duties of public information revealing) creates a need for a law and economics analysis which considers the preferences of a private person who feels to be arbitrarily harmed or uninformed by the public authorities use of power (for example, signing a plea bargaining without informing or hearing).

This analysis can be done by regarding the above as a separate harm or externality forced upon this person (a harm which comes not due to a punishment which does not fit the interest of the victim, but because of the arbitrary use of a public authority's power itself without giving the victim his administrative rights).

---
71 Both are discussed in chapter 2.
The general discussion of the economic meaning of recognising people’s rights against public authority’s use of power is too broad for this paper. Therefore, the next chapter analyses victims’ role even if results from administrative justice rules, only as part of the discussion of victims’ role in the criminal enforcement models.

4. **Special Crimes**

Some acts are defined in some legal systems as specific crimes or are subject to harsher punishments, due to the type of victims they target or if based on motives influenced by specific types of relations to specific types of victims, such as incest crimes, domestic crimes or hate crimes. Many scholars analysed the efficiency of special crimes, called also “Biased Crimes”.

This paper argues that although these crime’s special definitions or punishments are the result of “choosing” a specific type of victim or relations/motive by the criminal, they cannot be considered as victims’ role legislation, since they do not give victims an active role ex post, even if it may shape victims behaviour (position) ex ante (a normative “victims’ centred” approach, as suggested by some). Even if other legislation gives victims some active role as part of the same general policy, it should be analysed separately. Therefore, chapter two will not analyse biased crimes themselves, but only specific active role legislation.

---

72 For a review of law and economics justification of rights analysis, see: Blume and Voigt (2007).
73 For example, Quarm and Schwartz (1982).
74 Dharmapala and Garoupa (2004) (also for a review of literature); Posner (2004); Gan (2004), Harel and Parchomovsky (1999); compare with a non law and economics writing: Blake (2001).
75 *Ibid*; regarding the effects of murder felony rule on weaker victims see Garoupa and Klick (2006); see also: Beale (2000); Dharmapala, Garoupa, and McAdams (2008);
76 As suggested by Harel and Parchomovsky, supra note 74, responded by Dharmapala and Garoupa supra note 74.
5. **Private Interest Theory or Rent Seeking of Victims’ Role Legislation**

The private interest theory of regulation and the theory of rent seeking were introduced by Stigler and Tullock, and developed since. They describe regulation which is not trying to maximise public interest (social wealth), but to pursue benefits (private interests) of a specific group (which is in a position to capture decision makers or to “win” over other groups, due to certain advantages (already established, have lower cost of enforcement on members to prevent free riding, lower organisation costs and other advantages, and that can solve a collective action problem) (which can be meet with politicians seeking rents in return). While private interest regulation is not necessarily always inefficient (for example, in cases when the private interest aligns with the social one or due to specific special circumstances); its general motive is private interests and not social wealth.

This paper uses the term legislation for both legislation and regulation. However, the process of reaching majorityan legislation is different than regulation, less easily captured, and subject to another field of research. Short remarks of this difference are made in chapter two.

There are two aspects of applying private interest theory on crime legislation: **First**, is the use of this theory to explain the existence of special crimes (such as hate crimes), not based on efficient deterrence or level of harm, but arises from ideological trends, or provides private rents to supporting politicians in form of political statement or decreasing the pressure of political groups.  

---

77 Tullock (1967); Stigler (1971); for a review of developments since Stigler and Tullock, see Mattiacci, Langlais, Lovat, and Parisi (2007), pp 200-201.

78 Ibid. For a review, criticism and recent developments, see: Stancil (2008);

79 See Posner, Supra note 74, pp. 235-237, for a review of the first aspect, see Beale, supra note 75, pp. 1247-1253.
Others have criticised this approach, arguing that penalty enhancement may have a social wealth explanation rather than private interests explanations, since these crimes’ types of victims usually have higher precaution costs compared with regular crimes, and since a long past of prejudice can show that some criminals gain specific high benefits from attacking these groups.\(^8^0\)

This first research aspect is not analysed here, due to reasons explained in section four above.

The second research aspect is the application of private interest theory on existing legislation which gives victims an active role in the criminal process ex post a crime (compared with its effect on their efficient position ex ante). There are relatively few examples of scholar’s positive law private interest analysis of the second aspect.\(^8^1\) The next chapter discusses mainly the second aspect and examines the application of private interest theory on victims’ role legislation.

This chapter have discussed various law and economics justification, explanations or suggestions of victims’ positions and roles. The next chapter compares them to different victims’ formal ex post rights given in existing legislations, analyses economic ex post functions of these rights and their influence on victims ex ante position.

\(^8^0\) See Dharmapala and Garoupa, supra note 74, pp. 197-198 (they referred to an earlier addition than cited here).

\(^8^1\) For example, O’hear (2007).
Chapter II - An Analysis of Victims’ Role Legislation

This chapter discusses existing legislation which gives crime victims certain rights regarding prosecution decisions and criminal trials. The term “rights” is used for convenience only, to differentiate formal existing roles from their economic functions as analyzed in this paper.

1. **Victims’ Rights and Roles In Trials**

1.1 **Impact Statements**

In some systems, victims of certain crimes (usually severe crimes), are entitled to give or deliver a statement before a judge or jury, of the crime’s impact on them (in most systems, after a conviction and before sentencing). This right exists (or existed temporarily) in different forms (written or oral), in several countries such as: the U.S., Australia, Canada, England and Wales, Scotland, The Netherlands, and Israel.

To avoid theoretical complications arise from the presence of juries (mostly behavioural economics discussion), this section discusses mainly, statements made before judges.

---

83 Kirchengast, supra note 8.
84 Roberts and Edgar (2003).
85 Rock, supra note 8.
86 Leverick, Chalmers and Duff (2007).
87 Wemmers (2005).
88 See note 89.
The Israeli “Chok Zechuyot Nifgaey Aveira” (2001) (“Crime Victims Rights Law”, Hereinafter)\textsuperscript{89} is a comprehensive victims’ role legislation. Among its goals are the recognition of victims’ special interests in the criminal process, including investigation, indictment, trial and punishment, and assuring victims participation in criminal trials (although not considered as a party) based on victims dignity as a basic human right.\textsuperscript{90} However, it states that even if it is breached, the breaching act will be valid for all proposes.\textsuperscript{91} This article might decrease its practical influence, but since the bodies which are obliged to apply its rights are public (police, prosecution and court), they are likely to apply them, moreover, since usually applying them does not force them to change their substantive decisions.

Under this law, victims (or close relatives of desists victims), are entitled to give the public prosecutor a written statement regarding physical, psychological or property harms they allegedly suffered by the crime. The prosecutor must bring it before the judge of the criminal trial, after conviction and prior to sentence (this paper does not attribute an agency problem to the delivery by the prosecutor, since he is obliged to deliver it as is).\textsuperscript{92}

In England, a scheme of victims’ personal statements in serious crimes began in 2001. Subject to criticism, it was suggested in 2005 to include relatives’ statements in severe crimes with desist victims.\textsuperscript{93} In Scotland, a similar pilot was ended in 2005.\textsuperscript{94}

\textsuperscript{89} Chok Zechuyot Nifgaey Aveira, 2001.
\textsuperscript{90} IP 2393/06 Kamel N’ Medinat Yisrael (21.11.2007); Article 1, Ibid.
\textsuperscript{91} Article 21, Ibid.
\textsuperscript{92} Supra note 89.
\textsuperscript{93} Practice direction (Victims Personal Statement) [2002] 1 Cr. App. R. (S) 482; Rock; supra note 8; Sanders and Jones (2007); Wemmers, supra note 87; Doak, supra note 55.
\textsuperscript{94} Leverick, Chalmers and Duff, supra note 86.
Pure law or criminology writings analyse this right from a perspective of victims’ dignity, “voice” or human right.\textsuperscript{95} Even if it is true, can it also be justified or explained using law and economics? Impact statements are brought or given before a judge after conviction, so they do not affect directly detection or conviction (unlike reporting), but mainly the level of punishment, as analysed below.

1.1.1 Harm Information Function

Impact statements may be explained by an analysis of the efficient fine or punishment, in the crime enforcement model introduced earlier, since precise information regarding victim’s harm is needed for setting efficient punishment or fine by court.\textsuperscript{96} This right may be considered as an information supply tool of victims’ harm level. Since victims know best their own harm, they may be the cheapest harm information providers.

In some countries, desist victims’ relatives can also give impact statements.\textsuperscript{97} This paper discusses mainly statements by living victims. However, relatives’ statements may be explained in efficiency terms. Desist victims cannot provide information. The next efficient harm information providers are the relatives, being close to the victim, or by other reasoning: the harm is caused to the relatives themselves, or as victim’s heirs, so they are the relevant harm information providers.

The information justification may be criticised by arguing that victims manipulate harm either intentionally, or by overestimation.\textsuperscript{98}

\textsuperscript{95} Wemmers, supra note 87.
\textsuperscript{96} See Chapter 1; Edwards (2004), supra note 8, pp. 975-978, discussed also a harm information provision role, but on fairness and not economic justifications.
\textsuperscript{97} Supra notes 85, 87.
\textsuperscript{98} See the Literature of Chapter 1 regarding the basic model, specifically Polinsky and Shavell.
This criticism can be answered as follows:

First, if this legislation does not create a direct connection between impact statements to victims’ compensation\(^9\) it decreases victims’ incentives of manipulation (beside revenge, which still exists).\(^{10}\) However it may not be sufficient, since if compensations are depended on harm level, victims may still have an incentive for manipulation.

Second, this legislation does not let victims set the fine or punishment, but leaves this decision to the discretion of a judge. It enables judges to ignore the manipulative part, or at least decrease it. This can still be cheaper than judges or prosecution seeking for information regarding the entire harm, had there been no impact statements. However, the above argument is not sufficient to answer critics who argue that impact statements can influence emotionally juries or judges.\(^{11}\) This can be answered either by assuming that judges are less influenced than juries, or by allowing only written statements\(^{12}\) less subject to emotional influence on judges, or by empirical work that showed case studied countries in which punishments after an impact statement where not harsher than without it, or only to a slightest degree which can be explained by impact statements usually being given in more serious crimes to begin with.\(^{13}\)

Third, in some jurisdictions (such as England), judges receive also other sources of information of victims’ harm, such as social workers reports which can help them set accurate harm, even if manipulated or overestimated by the victim.\(^{14}\) This answer may be criticised by arguing that it causes costs duplication. It might be

\(^9\) Israel for example, supra note 89.
\(^{10}\) On revenge motives, see Harel (2008), pp.9-11.
\(^{11}\) See Posner, supra note 82; Rock, supra note 8; Rose, Nadler, and Clark (2006).
\(^{12}\) See this section above.
\(^{13}\) See Erez and Rogers (1999), supra note 8, and Leverick and Chalmers, supra note 86.
\(^{14}\) Field (2007).
cheaper to use only social workers reports as information source of accurate harm. However, these reports alone might not reflect sufficiently the correct harm; a combination of sources might be more precise.

Law and economics can contribute by suggesting (a positive law explanation) that this harm information function may explain why common law system where not satisfied with the limited traditional witness role of victims, better than the vague explanation of giving them a “voice” (a witness also has a ‘voice’).105

As witnesses only, victims’ information of their own harm is irrelevant, or at least not more than what is necessary for conviction. In the basic economic model, this is not enough, since the correct level of harm is needed for efficient punishment or fine calculations, so adding impact statements as harm information tool, may still be needed despite having testimonies.

A similar explanation can be applied as a reason for going beyond a reporter role which was discussed in the first chapter (the function of reporting is better detection, but is not a harm information tool for optimal fine or punishment calculation).

1.1.2 Disciplining Function

Impact statements do not seem to solve agency problems directly (no monitoring). They might be considered indirectly, as part of a disciplining tool, if we assume that prosecution or judges (the agents) will be less subjected to public criticism without statements to compare with. Prosecution might provide biased harm information (low or high) according to self interests, or judges might set harm below or above the correct level following self interests.

105 See Wemmers, supra note 87.
Is there a multi principles problem here (victims Vs public as separate principles)?

In the optimal enforcement model, non victim public perceptions of victims’ harm are less relevant as for harm information itself. If victim’s harm manipulation problem can be decreased (by written statements only, discretion of a judge supplementary reports and separation of compensation from statements) victims should be the relevant principles of disciplining agents’ decisions regarding assessment of the correct harm (unlike other issues of victims’ role that involve non victims (general public) as other principles).

This argument may be criticised if crime is considered not only as an act between criminals and victims, but also between criminals and society. If translating social concepts of amorality or society’s interest to economic values, each crime creates (at least) two separate harms: a harm to the victim, and an additional harm to society as an organ (disruption of society’s well being or joint moral values, even if the act took place in private between two persons only, even consensually).\(^{106}\)

This criticism can be answered as follows: in economic terms, the above argument actually means that there are many joint victims (society’s harm, is actually aggregated harm of many victims. Economics cannot grasp a concept of “society” as one organ). Moreover, in victimless crimes, if society’s harm is actually the joint harm of many victims, they seem to have the same interest (an equal level of shared harm), so even if they are multi principles, they share the same goal (so a problem of a conflict between a private victim’s impact statement as a disciplining tool, to other principles, does not exist).

\(^{106}\) Similar to a ”public wrong” view, discussed in Lamond (2007), and see Cohen (2008) at 287.
To conclude, the main economic function of impact statements is harm information supply. It may also have an indirect disciplining role. A multi principle conflict problem might arise in crimes against specific number of victims and less with victimless crimes which are only directed against society as a whole. With the first type, if manipulation problem is solved, victims are the relevant principles, since their harm is the relevant harm in the enforcement optimal equilibrium.

1.1.3 Private Interests

If one accepts law and economics criticism of impact statements (such as manipulation, over, or under-estimation of harm, or biases and over-punishment decision due to emotional influence or other reasons), can a private interest or rent seeking analysis explain this inefficiencies?

In Israel, this legislation was lobbied by traceable groups (women organisations and sex crime female victims’ organisations), which initiated, lobbied and were present in meetings of the legislative committees, joined by law scholars who operates pro bono women victims’ aid organisations, as reviewed in a recent conference on the Israeli Victims Rights Law: (translated – [PR]):

“This law is a product of a joint work of a group of women jurists from aid organisations and of women victims of crime. Around the table gathered representatives of the central organisation of aid for sex crime female victims, families of murder victims, council for the child, the

107 Rose, Nadler, and Clark, supra note 101.
108 Posner, supra note 82.
This fact alone is not sufficient to prove that this legislation was motivated mainly by private interests or rents. Moreover, in Israel, this right is given in a law, enacted by parliament, which is less easily captured than a regulator. Furthermore, these groups do not hold the advantages usually explained as needed for a lobby to win against other interests, public or lobbies.\footnote{See discussion in chapter 1.} Last, it is hard to trace rents which supporting politicians may expect in return (more than vague concepts of ideology, making political statements or decreasing political pressures, which were criticised earlier).\footnote{See discussion in chapter 1 on Posner and his criticisers.}

This legislation was also promoted by several law scholars who advocated victims’ rights for years, on a feminist or basic human rights basis, which usually went together with their academic writings, some combined it with pro bono workshops for female victims in their academic institutions, before and after the legislation came into force.\footnote{For example, Fugach (writings, pro bono aid and other academic work: 1997-2007), legislative comities presence (for example (2004)); Tutian (2008); and many others.}

Can a legislation which fulfil academic theory and was consistently promoted by scholars, be considered as private interest motivated by these scholars?

Their interests may be, increased publicity, improved relations with political leaders that influence decisions regarding their academic institutions, potential of improving career opportunities within their institutions due to this legislative success and publicity, or even directly, providing research topics and material for their writings (a scholar can promote legislation and later write about this process and its
outcome) or increase their activity in pro bono workshops in their institutions, which represents or help victims (which contribute to their academic publicity and success).

Since it is hard to support this general argument, and it needs a wider empirical research, it is left here unanswered, as a basis for future analysis.

A final note should be made. Even if this legislation was motivated by private interests, it does not necessarily mean that impact statements are inefficient. It depends on finding who is the cheapest harm information provider, and does leaving the final decision to a judge, using written statements only, supplementary reports, and not creating a direct connection between the statements to victims’ compensation, are sufficient and not too costly, to solve potential victims’ manipulation, compared to a non statement world. One should also commence a costs-benefit analysis as mentioned in the end of this section.

1.1.4 Ex ante Position Effects

An ex post role analysis alone is not sufficient to examine aggregate social wealth effects. How may the role of giving impact statements effect victims’ efficient position before a crime?

On the one hand, if one agrees with the manipulation argument, victims may take under precaution expecting they can manipulate harm information, using impact statements ex post. On the other hand, the above possible solutions for the fear of an ex post manipulation may decrease motivation for under precaution.

It may be argued that since victims do not know ex ante if the crime is of the type that “creates” a right to make impact statements, victims might take less precaution, to increase the chance for a severe crime that gives a right to make impact
statements. This criticism should be rejected, since in this type of severe crimes (mostly includes physical, sexual or psychological effects) it is reasonable to assume that most victims prefer to be less harmed with no impact statement, than more harmed but with impact statement.  

A normative law remark can be made. One may suggest borrowing Harel’s idea of relative fault, and apply it on impact statements. That is, to limit the right for an impact statement if the victim did not take efficient precaution.

This suggestion should be rejected. If we agree with explaining impact statements as harm information tool which is crucial for optimal enforcement, this suggestion is wasteful, since it creates ambiguity of the precise harm. Therefore, even if it motivates some more precaution ex ante, it would lead to a non optimal fine or punishment, due to insufficient information of harm ex post.

It may be necessary to compare the marginal benefit of one more unit of precaution, to the marginal loss of one more unit of ambiguity regarding harm (or one less unit of preciseness), and the marginal cost of alternative information provision tools, due to abolish or lack of impact statements (it should only be done after solving victims’ manipulation problem).

---

113 Following various scholars’ suggestions of victims’ precaution motives, see Chapter 1.
114 See Chapter 1.
1.2 Rights for Information and Presence

The Israeli Law gives victims rights to receive information regarding investigation, prosecution and trial, such as a right to read the indictment, and to be updated by the prosecution regarding different stages and developments.\textsuperscript{115}

These rights can be limited in special circumstances, at prosecution’s discretion (subject to administrative judicial review).\textsuperscript{116} A somewhat different right is to be present (with certain crimes) in non public criminal trials (which may be limited by the criminal court’s discretion).\textsuperscript{117} This right is analyzed here as part of the group of rights for information, for reasons discussed below.

Most of these rights exist in variations in several countries, such as the US, in internal guidelines (2005) and in the U.S. Crime Victims Act (2004).\textsuperscript{118} In England and Wales, victims are entitled to similar rights under the Code of Practice for Victims of Crime (2005) (“The Home Office Code”, hereinafter) (regulations issued under the Domestic Violence, Crime and Victims Act (2004) (“The English Victims’ Act”, hereinafter) (a comprehensive victims’ role legislation), which entitles them to receive information from the police and the prosecution, regarding investigation and trial process and it’s decisions.\textsuperscript{119} Similar to Israel, in England and Wales and the U.S. these rights may be limited in certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{120}

How can law and economics analyze these rights?

\textsuperscript{115} See Articles 8, 9, Chok Zechuyot Nifgaey Aveira, supra note 89.
\textsuperscript{116} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{117} Article 15, Ibid.
\textsuperscript{118} Attorney general guidelines, supra note 82; 18 U.S.C. § 3771, supra note 82; Cassel (2005).
\textsuperscript{120} Article 7.5, Ibid; Supra note 118.
1.2.1 Information Function

These rights do not create new information on crime or harm, but only on the activity of agents in the criminal processes. Therefore, the following discussion focuses on agency issues.

1.2.2 Monitoring and Disciplining Functions

Can these rights be explained as a part of a monitoring or disciplining tool which may decrease prosecution agency inefficiencies?

On the one hand, a principle needs information of the agent activity and outcomes. On the other hand, a principle which has non or very limited authority to influence or change these activities or to “punish” the agent, cannot act as an efficient principle, even if receives sufficient information, the more so when he may be limited by the agent, as discussed above.

Traditional non law and economics analysis based on fairness arguments, suggests that these rights of information are only passive, less important than active rights of participation, such as impact statements, discussed earlier.121

This argument reflects only a partial understanding of the right for information. Law and economics analysis may suggest that a parallel application of administrative law judicial review on prosecution decisions (or of some appeal rights which are analyzed later) may complete this right to create an active disciplining role as a whole.

In some systems, victims have can appeal to an administrative court or court of justice against a prosecution decision, on basis of constitutional or administrative rights (in some, parallel to a similar right in the criminal procedure itself).122

122 Compare Israel with the US, for example, as discussed in this chapter.
The rights for information can help victims seek judicial review on different prosecution decisions during the criminal process, by using this information in an administrative review process (for example, in Israel, victims can ask for an administrative procedure arguing that a limited indictment was extremely unreasonable). Prosecution expect this, so may be disciplined (it fears public opinion or overruling and decrease of reputation).

Another problem is that of multi principles. If we assume that public interest is also relevant for efficient enforcement, than the public as the other principle (or principles) of the prosecution, should also have a right for information, to monitor the prosecution and reach optimal social wealth and enforcement.

A note should be made here. Public trials may decrease this problem without a need for special legislation, but as far as decisions which are not made in court itself, or made before trials, or trials which are not public, most systems do not give the public a parallel right. Even administrative law doctrines of information usually do not apply in this situation. It leaves victims with a superior right for information compared with other principles. Moreover, this right is enhanced by the right to be present in non public trials, discussed below.

The right of presence is more complicated to analyze. Some may argue that it is not only an information supply tool for a principle to monitor an agent, but might effect conviction or punishment by manipulation due to emotional effect of victims’ presence on judges or other witnesses (or even more severe in jury systems). However, this problem is somewhat decreased, first, by different tools which protect

---

123 See for example: BGZ 3535/05 Chen N Medinat Yisrael (11.4.2006).
124 For example, article 9 (4), Chok Chofesh Hamieda, 1998 (the Israeli Law of The Right for Information).
125 Donahoe (1999).
other witnesses that can still testify without the victims’ presence, in some circumstances, or by judges discretion to limit victims presence. Second, it may also presume to be less severe in a non jury system (professional judges).

To conclude, it may be helpful to equate the marginal administrative cost of another unit of information provision for the principle, with the marginal benefit of another unit of improved disciplining and monitoring (reducing agency problems of prosecution), taking into account the need to fulfil multi principle goals at the same time (general public Vs victims).

1.2.3 Private Interests

The private interest discussion in section 1.1.3 above can be applied here similarly, with some additional notes: the validity of private interest arguments might be influenced by the legislation type, as mentioned earlier.

In this aspect, it is interesting to note that unlike the Israeli law, the English victims’ act does not include victims’ right for information in the act itself (despite other victims’ right being included), but in the home office code issued under the act, which is a regulation. This might imply that these specific rights are easier to capture than other victims’ rights which are in the act itself, and are the direct result of a parliamentary voting.

126 Chok Zechuyot Nifgaey Aviera, supra note 89.
127 Supra note 119.
1.2.4 Ex Ante Position Effects

A right for information or presence might create some under precaution, assuming that each more unit of improved monitoring or disciplining for the victim might create some more moral hazard ex ante (victims expect a better chance of fulfilling their interests due to better monitoring or disciplining).

This assumption may be criticised: First, even if better monitoring of victims on prosecution or judges as agents creates some more moral hazard, it is not necessarily correlated one by one (better monitoring still does not assure victims that there will be a conviction or that prosecution will fulfil their interests, since they cannot change its decision despite the right for information, and since judges have the final discretion).

Second, victims know ex ante that even if a procedure of judicial review on the prosecution will take place (therefore will enable them to use this monitoring function, therefore might create some moral hazard ex ante) still, under the reasonability doctrine, judges may consider other interests, such as public interest or efficient enforcement, therefore the chance for a major moral hazard effect is low.

To conclude, it is hard to estimate the precise ex ante effect of more ex post information for victims, but it may be beneficial to examine the marginal cost/loss of more under precaution with the marginal benefit of better monitoring or disciplining (deducting also information supply administrative costs), to understand the efficiency of the right for information or presence.
1.3 **A Right for a Reasonable Length of Procedures**

The Israeli Crime Victims Rights Law gives victims a right that procedures (including trial) in sex or violence crimes, will not take longer than a reasonable period, in order to prevent “Inuy Din” (a term explained below).\(^{128}\)

A similar right exists in the US Victims Act.\(^{129}\)

The Israeli law does not base this right on a cost-benefit analysis, but on a moral concept of “Inuy Din”. This concept is known in English as delay in passing judgment or sentence, but its Hebrew meaning is more severe, it can be freely translated to “Torture Caused by a Continuation of the Justice Process”.

This right creates an internal contradiction in the Israeli legislation. On the one hand, this law does not treat victims as a party to the criminal trial (for example, by stating that its application cannot harm criminals rights in the trial, and by the way it was interpreted by court)\(^{130}\) on the other hand, the above right treats victims as if they were a party, by using an existing concept of “Inuy Din” which is usually used in favour of a full party of a trial (in criminal trials, usually in favour of the criminal). This right is vague. It is not clear what a reasonable period of trial is. This article was rarely applied in the Israeli court.\(^{131}\)

If accepting a law and economics argument that there is an optimal length for a trial or investigation or prosecution procedures (see below), basing the above right on moral concepts and not on a cost benefit analysis, might lead to its application even if these processes did not reach optimal length yet, but court decides that its length is already too much of a burden on victims’ feelings or dignity.

---

128 Article 12, supra note 89.
129 Article (a) (7), 18 U.S.C. § 3771, supra note 82.
130 Article 1, Chok Zechuyot Nifgaei Aveira, supra note 89.
131 Only one case was found which discussed it, but did not apply it: BSP 10259/05 Medinat Israel N Ploni (3.11.2005).
How can this right be explained by law and economics?

1.3.1 Optimal Length of Criminal Procedures Vs Procedure Continuation as an Additional Harm

Criminal procedures have costs (administrative and private representation and litigation costs). Some of them are non avoidable in order to reach efficient detection and punishment in the enforcement model, but it may be assumed, that they have optimal length. That is, after a certain point, the marginal cost of process continuation, is higher than its marginal benefit (its marginal contribution for optimal deterrence or punishment).

On the other hand, the psychological effects of a too long procedure on a victim, might be considered as a separate additional harm (in addition to the harm caused by the crime itself), which decreases aggregate social wealth.

If this is true, considering optimal length of a procedure without taking into account this additional harm, is not sufficient. Before deciding if victims’ right for a reasonable length of procedures is efficient, one should compare the marginal benefit of a decrease in this additional harm, with the marginal cost or loss due to a procedure length which is shorter or longer than the optimal length needed for efficient crime enforcement,

Even if we assume that court would use it only according to a cost benefit analysis of optimal length and additional harm decrease, is it justified to give this monitoring right to victims?
1.3.2 Efficient Monitoring?

Victims might not use this right even if it is efficient, because they may prefer conviction in any case, even if procedures continuation causes some additional harm (depends of their level of benefits from the outcome of the procedure), or the opposite, if the marginal additional harm from the continuation is higher than their marginal benefits from continuation’s outcome. Therefore, giving monitoring role on length to victims might be inefficient, since they care only about their private cost benefit analysis.

A solution might be the subjection of this right to a final decision by a judge which is in a professional position to know if a process has passed its optimal length or not (after taking into account also the marginal additional harm to the victim due to over-continuation), and by that neutralise victims’ biases. In Israel, judges have this authority using the term “reasonable” length. However, even if this is the case, it may be cheaper to give judges an authority without the need for a process opened by a victim, which is a waste of resources, in this case.

This argument may be contradicted by suggesting that victims are the cheapest additional harm information providers, since they know best what its level is. If judge still has the authority to continue a procedure based on aggregated social wealth after considering this additional harm, the combination of additional harm information supply by victim to judges prior to their decision on optimal length, and judge final discretion, may be efficient (only after solving over assessment and manipulation problem, as in the “regular” harm information problem).
1.3.3 Private Interests

The discussion of private interest theory in section 1.1.3 above can be applied here also. An additional note should be made. Two interest groups may be competing here. On the one side, victims’ organisations, women organisations and law scholars (see above), on the other side, some lawyers, who benefit from a continuation of procedures (if their fee is based on time or efforts spent on file).

If using private interest theory, we should also compare relative lobbying “winning” qualities. Since lawyers seem to have more winning qualities than the other groups above, the existence of the right for a reasonable length of procedures, may imply either that it was not motivated by private interests, or that the lobbies winning qualities explanation, does not always hold (lawyers seem to be very organised and with less cost for a collective action, organisation and prevention of free riding (this qualities are even protected by bars legislation in some countries), but still “lost” here the “battle of lobbies” against victims and scholars).

1.3.4 Ex Ante Position Effects

One may argue that without a right for a reasonable length, victims may take over-precaution, since they expect an additional harm due to procedures continuation. The right for a reasonable length, may therefore be explained also as shaping efficient precaution ex ante, by decreasing the over precaution expected without it. It is an efficient tool, since it is flexible and applied ex post only if there is an additional harm.

132 See discussion in chapter 1.
A contradicting view would argue first, that victims might still take over-precaution for other reasons, so if this right leads to a non optimal length of procedures, it is just a waste of resources. Second, since judges have discretion not to apply it (using the reasonability principle), victims expect this, and will not change their behaviour ex ante, or change it insufficiently due to this uncertainty (there will still be some over precaution, expecting that in some cases judges will not prevent the additional harm of procedure continuation).

2. Victims Rights With Regard to Police and Prosecution Decisions

This section differentiates two types of rights: rights of appeal and rights to be heard, since they stand on two different levels of victims’ activeness. A right to be heard seems more of an information supply tool (victims supply information to the prosecution prior to a decision) while the right of appeal, seems more of a disciplining tool on prosecution as an agent.

On the other hand, some may argue first, that the right to be heard is more than an information tool, since it encourages prosecution to consider victims’ interest, which is also relevant for optimal enforcement (even if not alone but with other costs and benefits and interests considerations). Second, it can be criticised if accepting an economic meaning of a moral concept of general administrative justice (the argument that a separate new harm or externality is created each time an administrative authority does not hear a person which is influenced by its decisions).

---

133 See discussion in chapter 1.
134 Ibid.
The first argument above can be criticised (if leaving aside the above general analysis of administrative justice): even if victims use this right to supply more than information of harm, this right itself, is only an information tool (even if using the above criticism idea, than this it is a supply of information regarding victim’s preferences or interests). Only its completion by an administrative or other judicial review (as discussed earlier) gives it a disciplining or enforcement role, if any.

First, a right to appeal is analysed:

2.1 An Appeal Regarding a Decision Not to Indict

There are several rights to appeal regarding specific prosecution and police decisions. The first type is of decisions not related to other victims’ rights. Of this first type, this section discusses appeals regarding decisions not to indict. The second type is of rights to seek administrative judicial review on any decision of the prosecution, including decisions that breach other formal rights of victims, discussed in this chapter.

This section does not analyse much of the second type, since some of these rights where discussed earlier, and since the right to enforce other victims rights, is only supplementary, less unique in law and economic terms (unless its supplement to the first type right creates a new economic role or function, as discussed earlier). Despite the above said, this section will analyse the right to seek administrative judicial review on a rejection of an appeal on a decision not to indict, in countries where this first stage of this appeal is internal, decided by the prosecution or the attorney general itself (and therefore, a law and economic analysis which ignores the second stage of an administrative review, will not be sufficient, such as in the Israeli case).
The discussion of this right is relevant only where prosecution is not mandatory.\footnote{On aspects of mandatory prosecution, see chapter 1.}

In Israel, any person who reports a crime which was investigated but closed by a police officer or a prosecution official without indictment, has a right to appeal to the prosecution itself or the attorney general (depends on the level of the official who closed it (in Israel there are different closing authorities depends on the type of crime)), even if his decision was based on consideration accepted by the criminal procedure law, such as insufficient evidence, or no public interest in indictment.\footnote{Article 64, Chok Seder Hadin Haplili, supra note 54.} Second, the reporter or any interested legal entity has the right to ask for an administrative judicial review,\footnote{Aaken, Salzberger, and Voigt (2004).} based on administrative justice reasonability doctrine, if the appeal was rejected.\footnote{For example, supra note 123.} A similar right is given on decisions not to investigate, but it is not analyse here.

In many legal systems, a similar right does not exist or is limited to include only internal review by the prosecution itself (such is in Denmark, Norway and Brazil).\footnote{See Thaman (2007) and supra note 137.} In England and the US federal law, procedures regarding indictment, are quite different than the Israeli case due to the possibility of having juries,\footnote{Fairfax (2008).} therefore, are not analyse in here (some states in the US recognised judicial review on non-indictments by case law).\footnote{See Pennsylvania: Commonwealth v. Benz, 565 A.2d 764 (Pa. 1989).}

Some countries, apply a similar right (in some variations). In Japan victims have a right to be heard regarding a decision not to indict, before a special commission of citizens nominated by the prosecution, and a right (similar to Israel) to
ask for an administrative judicial review on prosecutions decision (on any prosecution
decision, including the one discussed by this commission), 142 In Germany, victims
can ask a judge to review a decision not to indict. It is similar in the Netherlands,
Poland, Bulgaria, Italy, and in Scotland (in rare cases). 143

How can it be explained using law and economics?

2.1.1 Monitoring and Disciplining

Can this appeal right serve as a tool of disciplining an agent?

The use of an internal appeal may be explained as an internal organisational
agency problem solving mechanism. The head prosecutor or attorney general can
change a decision of their inferiors, if it is biased due to agent’s interest, and is not
efficient considering optimal enforcement model. The Israeli High court of Justice
considered this as a right to be heard only, due to its being internal (obiter). 144

Since this right does not solve an external agency problem of the prosecution
Vs the victim or general public (the attorney general may still reject an appeal,
seeking other interests than the victim), a completing administrative review by court,
may be needed. 145

These arguments can be criticised:

First, some scholars’ analysis of organisational structure of prosecution
agencies in different countries, argue that a dependence of prosecution on the
executive branch, might lead to lower prosecution of some types of crimes (however,

---

143 As reviewed in Thaman, supra note 139.
144 See Court protocols in supra note 59.
145 See above discussion. For a comprehensive discussion on subjecting crime enforcement authorities
to administrative law, see Tamir (2006).
this was not proved empirically sufficiently).\textsuperscript{146} If this argument holds, it may contradict the above explanation of efficiency by internal monitoring function in the Israeli law, since in Israel the attorney general is appointed by the government (although suppose to be independent).\textsuperscript{147}

Second, a decision not to indict even if based on agents’ interests contrary to principles interests, is not necessarily inefficient, this depends on aggregated social wealth of the efficient public enforcement model, as discussed in chapter one.

Third, if prosecution discretion is efficient,\textsuperscript{148} a right for a judicial review might be wasteful.

Fourth, even if we consider a decision not to indict as inefficient due to inconsideration of principles interests and therefore justify a right of appeal on non indictments, does it balance between multi principles interests?

The Israeli law might decrease multi principle tensions since it gives this right to any one who reports a crime.\textsuperscript{149} However, this is not enough; a reporter might hold different interests than the general public, even if he is not the victim.

A possible solution is court’s discretion, if court is authorised to examine the optimal balance of different principles interest, and of the aggregated efficiency of non indictment, in a specific case and its influence on future cases.

The Israeli administrative judicial review is not sufficient to solve this problem, since court may only interfere in cases of extremely unreasonable decisions. The Israeli High court of Justice or an administrative court will usually not interfere with a professional decision of the prosecution or attorney general if based on their

\textsuperscript{146} Van Aaken, Feld, and Voigt (2008) and supra note 139.
\textsuperscript{147} Supra note 137.
\textsuperscript{148} See discussion of mandatory Vs selective prosecution in chapter 1.
\textsuperscript{149} Supra note 136.
assessments of the sufficiency of evidence; \textsuperscript{150} it is closer to giving prosecution full discretion, which its efficiency is arguable.\textsuperscript{151}

2.1.2 Information Aspects

If considering information aspects, giving reporters an appeal right on non indictments, may serve two different goals: First, like compensation (but less), it creates incentives for reporting (which is claimed by some to be efficient to some extant) \textsuperscript{152} (the level of reporting will increase, since reporters know that if there is no indictment, they can seek judicial review (but with some under reporting, due to uncertainty of court’s decision)).

Second, even if a report is investigated, there is still a chance that there is a miss assessment of the information reported, or that not all the reported information was processed by the prosecution, which lead prosecution to an inefficient non-indictment, but \textit{not} due to agency problems. In this case, the reporter which still holds the correct information can influence intervention, which will be efficient. Regarding the Israeli law, this is more of a normative law suggestion, since the existing administrative justice judicial review in Israel will not examine professional assessments, for the reason discussed above.

This suggestion may be criticised by the usual arguments of reporters or victims manipulation of information.\textsuperscript{153}

\textsuperscript{150} BGZ 1762/08 \textit{Varkstel N Danino} (4.6.2008).
\textsuperscript{151} See chapter 1.
\textsuperscript{152} See discussion on reporting, \textit{Ibid.}
\textsuperscript{153} See discussion in section 2.2.1.1
2.1.3 Private Interests

The same arguments in section 1.1.3 can apply here, but seems to be of less impact, at least in the Israeli case.

First, in Israel this specific right was first enacted in the Criminal Procedure Law, long before the “victims’ rights” revolution, so empirically, there is less of a casual connection between these interest groups activity and this specific right.

Second, it applies on all reporters and not only on victims. It makes the private interest arguments less attractive, since this right is given to a wide circle of population which is closer to the general society.

2.1.4 Ex Ante Position Effects

The right for a judicial review of a decision not to indict, might decrease the level of victims’ precaution ex ante (not a full decrease, due to uncertainty of court’s final decision), but on the other hand may create more reporting, since there is a lower waste of reporting efforts (victims may expect that more evidence will make it easier for court to overrule a decision not to indict, so provide more reporting efforts).

In a similar way to Garoupa’s discussion regarding compensation for reporting, an analysis of the benefits due to the expected increase in reporting, compared with the loss of more under precaution, all due to the incentives created by the above right for a judicial review, is helpful.

However, in some countries, the right of appeal regarding non indictments is given to any reporter, not only to victims. This aspect may affect the above analysis,

---

154 See chapter 1.
155 For example, see the Israeli Legislation above.
since there is a potential that some of the reporting motivated by this right does not create more under precaution. This is assumed for reporters which are not victims, and their precaution is not relevant. If this argument holds, a comprehensive analysis should combine all the marginal benefits from reporting, including those comes from non victims’ reports, and only then, compare it to the marginal loss due to the parallel decrease in victims’ precaution, motivated by this right.

2.2 Rights to be heard:

Do rights to be heard serve are only an information supply mechanism, or may they have also other economic functions?

2.2.1 A Right to be Heard Prior to a Plea Bargain

The right to be hard prior to a plea bargain is already analysed in depth by the existing law and economics literature, using mainly normative law arguments, as discussed in chapter one.\(^{156}\) Less analysed aspects of victims’ role in plea bargains, where also discussed in chapter one, therefore, only some supplementary notes are made here, mainly of a positive law analysis of this right in existing different legislations.

The Israeli Victims Rights Law gives victims a right for a hearing by the prosecutor, in sex or severe violence crimes only, prior to a final decision on a plea bargain. High prosecution or police officials have discretion to limit this right if it might harm the plea bargaining process.\(^{157}\)

---

\(^{156}\) See literature in chapter 1.

\(^{157}\) Article 17, Chok Zechuyot Nifgaey Aveira, supra note 89.
At first, this seems like a new victims’ role. But a closer examination suggests otherwise. A general right to be heard prior to any administrative authority decision, exists in the Israeli Administrative Law doctrines and existed prior to this victims’ role legislation, as a general administrative justice rule default, unless limited specifically by law.\textsuperscript{158} Therefore, the limiting part of the above article actually limited an existing right, and not created it.\textsuperscript{159}

In Israel, victims can seek judicial review for a breach of a right to be heard, based on administrative justice doctrines.\textsuperscript{160}

It can be argued that if this judicial review is limited to the enforcement of the right to be heard, it does not have an independent economic function (such as an appeal on prosecution substantive decision or considerations of the bargain) but only a supplementary role of enforcing the above right (which is an information supply function for the prosecution to have all the relevant information prior to bargain (this was also the Israeli court view when asked to review a breach of the right to be heard prior to a bargain).\textsuperscript{161}

A final note is that in some legal systems, victims may also seek administrative justice for a direct review of prosecution’s decision regarding a plea bargain, on reasonability basis, even if a right to be heard was given properly. However, Court would usually not interfere with professional considerations, but only in extreme and rare cases,\textsuperscript{162} which makes this independent right less functional.

\textsuperscript{158} BGZ 9631/07 Katz N’ Nasi Hamedina (20.2.2008).
\textsuperscript{159} Ibid and supra note 59.
\textsuperscript{160} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{161} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{162} Ibid.
In the U.S. this right is given directly in the criminal district court trial before a judge, as part of a general right to be heard in the criminal trial.\textsuperscript{163} In this way victims can use it to attack directly prosecution’s decision on the bargain, unlike the Israeli case. Therefore, it seems closer to an appeal right and a discipline and monitoring mechanism, than a preliminary information supply tool such as in the Israeli case. This is not a full disciplining tool however, since court has discretion not to overrule the bargain, even if it is against the victim’s interest.

2.2.1.1 Information Aspects

If putting aside the possibility of an administrative or other judicial direct review on plea bargains, (rather than enforcement of the right to be heard only) and the US case of a hearing in a district court, a right to be heard before the prosecution only, seems no more than a tool for supply of information.

Victims supply information to the prosecution either regarding their harm, and/or regarding their interests. As argued earlier regarding impact statements, it may be efficient, since victims might be the cheapest harm providers, and victims’ harm is relevant (among other factors) for optimal enforcement in the basic enforcement model. However, unlike impact statements, here it might be too preliminary, since the prosecution can ignore it due to its’ own agent’s interests, even when it is inefficient. On the other hand, if victim manipulates harm information, prosecution may correct it using the plea bargain tool.

\textsuperscript{163} Article (a) (4) of 18 U.S.C. § 3771, supra note 82.
Another sort of information supplied by this tool is of victim’s interest regarding indictment and or punishment. Unlike information of harm, information of interests is trickier, since to begin with, victim’s interest may be different than the social interest or may go against efficient enforcement in specific circumstances (where a bargain is more efficient than a harsher indictment or punishment).

Most law and economics scholars argue that victim’s interest should be heard and considered, but only among other consideration and interests. If this is true, a limited right to be heard and not a veto, may be efficient, since without it, there is a lack of information for an efficient enforcement, and on the other hand, had it been more than a hearing, it could had lead to biased decisions and an inefficient outcome.¹⁶⁴

Considering this argument, a final note should be made as follows: hearing victims’ information of self interests has different costs than hearing victims’ information of self harm. The information of self harm, if accurate and not manipulated, may contribute as is to optimal enforcement (if other factors are known and calculated correctly), while information of self interests, even if accurate and not manipulated, does not lead as is to optimal enforcement. There is always need to assess if it is the efficient interest.

In this sense, there is another assessment cost of hearing victims interest compared with hearing victims’ harm.

¹⁶⁴ See Garoupa in chapter 1.
2.2.1.2 Private Interests

On the one hand, the private interests’ earlier discussions could have applied here. On the other hand, in the Israeli case, if one accepts the argument that this legislation actually limited the right to be heard compared with a general administrative justice right which existed before, by giving prosecution discretion not to apply it in certain cases, it may suggest that it is less of private interests based.

2.2.1.3 Ex Ante Position Effects

A limited right to be heard, is less likely to have major effects on victims precaution if not combined with judicial review on the bargain itself. Victims indeed may take some under precaution if they value the chances to convince prosecution to cancel a bargain by supplying information, but only to a small extant, if prosecution is not subject to a judicial review.

In the US, where victims are heard by a judge, which can also examine the bargain itself,165 there might be more under precaution, since it is more than an information supply tool. Victims might value the chance to convince a judge to overrule prosecution decision, as to take less precaution than with no such right. This will also not be on a full extant, due to the uncertainty of judge decision.

165 Supra note 163.
2.2.2 A right to be heard Prior to a Delay of Procedures by the Attorney General

The Israeli law gives the Attorney General an independent authority, to delay (but practically stop) criminal procedures at any time after indictment and prior to conviction.\(^{166}\) It is used mainly in unique personal circumstances of the criminal, or when there is no public interest of conviction.\(^{167}\) The High Court of Justice may review it only in rare cases of non-reasonability.\(^{168}\) Victims are entitled to be heard prior to such a decision.\(^{169}\)

In economic terms its result is similar to that of non indictment (criminal is not equated but also not convicted). Therefore, only few supplementary notes should be made: first, this right does not solve internal agency problems since it is used before the same body that decides on procedures’ stoppage. Therefore, it is more likely to function as an information supply tool only. Since the attorney general may consider public interest in conviction, it may be efficient to supply him with information of victims’ interests or harm, since they are also relevant for optimal enforcement.

Second, since its decision it is rarely subjected to judicial interference, it is needed that at least as second best, the attorney general is supplied with this information, since it is hard to correct his non informed and non efficient decision later on.

The above explanations consider mainly this right’s contribution to an efficient use of the attorney general consideration of the public interest regarding conviction, but it did not explain its economic function regarding the other attorney general’s consideration, that of the criminal’s personal circumstances.

\(^{166}\) Article 231, Chok Seder Hadin Haplili, supra note 54.
\(^{167}\) BGZ 4723/96 Atia N Hayoamash (27.7.1997).
\(^{168}\) Ibid.
\(^{169}\) Article 16, Chok Zechuyot Nifgaey Aveira, supra note 89.
The economic implications of the balance between criminal’s personal circumstances and the victim’s ones, on the efficient enforcement model, may serve as a subject for future writings.
Conclusion

This paper discussed several rights or roles given to crime victims by legislation of different countries in the last years, regarding public crime enforcement processes. It tried to find if law and economics analysis can justify or explain different economic functions of these ex post rights or roles, while taking into account their influence on victims’ ex ante position.

The first chapter introduced the basic crime enforcement economic model and main law and economics writings on victims’ role and position. It stressed the need for a combined positive law analysis of the economic function of victims’ ex post role while considering its effects on victims’ efficient position ex ante, such as efficient precaution. Regarding specific issues of precaution, it argued that victims’ precaution may divert crime in an opposite way than suggested earlier, towards better self protected victims. It also discussed contradicting views of the way existing legislation shapes victims precaution, and whether the passivity description of current legislation holds.

It further discussed writings on reporting, monitoring or disciplining role and agency problems in plea bargains and trials, “biased crimes”, and the application of private interest theory as a possible explanation for inefficient victims’ role legislation, and its criticism by law and economic scholars. It suggested that an analysis of victims’ role in the criminal process only, is not enough, due to the effect of parallel administrative law procedures and review applied by victims, on prosecution decisions.
The second chapter discussed possible economic functions or explanations (roles) of current victims’ rights in legislations of several countries while analysing their influence on victims’ ex ante position and its efficiency.

It first discussed Impact Statements as victim’s harm information supply tool, which is relevant for the calculation of optimal fine or punishment in an optimal crime enforcement model. It suggested that it may be an efficient tool if victims are the cheapest harm information suppliers, and if problems of victims’ manipulation of harm can be solved, by judges’ discretion, using written statements only, and cutting the relation of statements from compensations.

It argued that the overall effect of these statements on victims ex ante precaution may cause some under precaution due to some more moral hazard. To examine the efficiency of impact statements, it suggested comparing the marginal cost of more under precaution with the marginal benefit due to better or cheaper information on victims’ harm.

It also analysed the right for information and presence, as a part of a disciplining and monitoring tool if combined with a right for judicial review on the decision itself. It showed that victims in most jurisdictions cannot use this information to change authorities’ decisions, so that this monitoring role is only partial, mainly due to judges’ final discretion. It discussed the problems created by giving this right mainly to victims while not giving a parallel right to other principles such as the general public.
It analysed these rights effect on victims ex ante position. It argued that they may cause some under precaution due to moral hazard, but to very limited extant if any, since victims know ex ante they cannot use this information ex post to force a change of decisions or fully disciplining the prosecution, due to judges final discretion and their use of the reasonability administrative law doctrine, which may include other - non victims interests.

It discussed the right for a reasonable length of procedures, and suggested it may serve an economic function of optimal length of procedures if assuming that there is an optimum which beyond it, marginal continuation administrative costs will be higher than its marginal benefit of better detection, conviction or apprehension, or if considering victims psychological harm due to over continuation as an additional economic harm in the crime enforcement model. However, it doubted whether giving this right to victims is efficient since judges may stop a process even if did not reach optimum length, since under this right they are suppose only to consider victims perception of over continuation, and the social efficient optimum length.

It further differentiated rights to be heard from rights of appeal, since the first type functions mainly as an information supply tool of victims interests, for the prosecution (such as prior to plea bargains), while the other type may serve also as a monitoring or disciplining tool. However, it argued that the second type is not sufficient in legal systems were these appeal rights are internal within prosecution authorities themselves (although this might decrease internal agency problems).
This paper discussed private interest theory as a possible explanation of victims’ role, if inefficient. It discussed the influence of women victims’ organisations or law scholars as interest groups, on the Israeli victims’ role legislation, but doubted if this argument can be proved, among other reasons, since these groups do not seem to hold several typical qualities needed for winning a lobbying competition against other groups. It illuminated the difference between the legislation types with regard to the easiness of capture, and specifically discussed the conflict between lawyers and victims’ organisations as separate private interest groups regarding the right for a reasonable length of procedures.

To conclude, the main insight which can be taken from this paper as a basis for further discussion, is the argument that despite the common conception that victims’ rights movement motives of victims voices, human rights or dignity, are biased or inefficient in economic terms, it is not necessarily so. Victims’ ex post rights can be an efficient tool, even under a utilitarian crime enforcement model.

These rights may function as efficient economic tools which save costs or decrease several market failures of crime enforcement (such as insufficient information on harm or it’s provision cost, disciplining of agents and creating optimal length of procedures), as long as some of its biased effects (such as manipulation of information, or multi principle tensions) are controlled by suitable efficient mechanisms.

This paper also suggested that factors such as victims dissatisfaction regarding prosecution decisions or length of processes are not necessarily biased or non relevant but may be considered as separate economic victims’ harms (additional to the direct harm caused by crime itself) which should also be included when calculating efficient enforcement or aggregated social loss.
However, before concluding that some or more victims’ roles are efficient, applying controlling mechanisms is not enough. One must also analyse this mechanism’s costs, and the effect of the above role on victims ex ante behaviour, comparing marginal costs or losses due to a potential change in their ex ante behaviour, with the marginal benefit of the ex post decrease in the market failure or problem due to this role.

A more general conclusion can be drawn which suggests that even if certain legislation is commonly explained or motivated by non economic values such as moral or rights, it may also have an economic utilitarian efficiency function at the same time.

Future empirical analysis may shed more light on the economic efficiency of the new victims’ roles that were discussed in this paper.
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